
DPN Roll Case 
 
This case will hold approximately 14 sets of max 8” long dpns, sizes 0-11. 
Dimensions: Rolled: 8.5” tall, Open: 8.5” tall x 16” wide 
 
All seam allowances are 0.25”.  Ironing (Pressing) is important here to secure your 
stitches, open out the seams, and make everything even. 
 
Fabric: 1 Fat Quarter (18” x 22”) each of main color (MC) and contrast color (CC), or 0.5 
yard each (with tons of leftovers).  Any fabric with some body will do.  Quilting cotton 
works fine. Lightweight fusible interfacing, 0.25 yard. 
Other supplies/tool: Sewing machine, Iron and ironing board, thread to match MC, pins, 
marking tool (pencil works)  
Helpful but not strictly necessary: a quilting grid, rotary cutter, tube turning tool 
 
Cut out your pieces.  Try to stay parallel to the grain, be exact, and get 90 degree angles.   
MC:  Exterior top and bottom panels (cut 2: 3.5” x 16.5”), pocket (cut 1: 5.25” x 16.5”), 
interior flap (cut 2: 4.5” x 16.5”)  The easiest way to do this is cut the pocket from a 
single layer at the bottom of the fabric, then fold the fabric up and cut the remaining 
pieces from the double layer.  Make the flap pieces slightly trapezoidal by marking 5 mm 
from each corner on one of the long sides.  Draw a line from the opposite corner to your 
mark and cut to remove a skinny right triangle. 
CC: Interior lining (cut 1: 9” x 16.5”), exterior center panel (cut 1: 3” x 16.5”), and ties 
(cut 2:18” x 1.5”)  
Interfacing: for interior lining (cut 1: 9” x 16.5”) 
 
Part A: Interior and Pocket  
1. Fuse interfacing to wrong side (WS) of interior lining.   
2. Narrow hem one long edge of pocket.  0.5” is allowed for hemming.  Press up 0.5”, 
then open out and fold in 0.25” to meet your original fold.  Fold up the double hem and 
press.  Sew close to edge. Press.   
3. Align pocket with bottom edge of lining, right side (RS) of both pieces facing up.  
Baste around the sides and bottom edge.  Leave a bit of room, start about 1 cm from 
seamline or basting, draw the pocket lines with a pencil and stitch down.  The size of 
your pockets will depend on what size needles you have, how many needles, etc, but I 
can tell you that I started with 16mm for a pocket of five size 0 (2 mm) needles, went up 
approximately 1mm for each increasing sock needle size (2.25 mm, 2.75mm, 3.0 mm and 
so forth).  As the needle size increases, the pocket widths increased 2 mm or even 5 mm.  
The last pocket, meant for size 11 needles, is 40 mm wide.  The last pocket should be 
about 1 cm from the seamline/basting on other side.  Press. 
4.  Sew long edge of first flap to top edge of lining, RS together.  Press, turning seam 
towards lining. 
Part B: Exterior and Ties 
1. Stitch the long edges of the bottom and center panel together, RS together.  Stitch the 
long edge of top panel to the free long edge of center panel, RS together.  Press, turning 
seams away from center panel. 



2. Fold each tie in half, long edges and RS together, press.  Sew along long edge, 
decrease the stitch length when you get towards the end, pivot at corner and continue to 
stitch one short end.  Press. Trim seam allowance down to about 1/8” and trim closely 
around corner.  Turn to RS, carefully poke out the corners.  Press flat, making sure seam 
line runs along edge.  Mark center of center panel on side edge of exterior.  Position open 
edge of one tie above the center, one below.  Ties should touch but not overlap.  Baste. 
4.  Sew long edge of second flap to top edge of exterior, RS together.  Press, turning seam 
towards lining. 
Part C: Finishing 
1.  Stack lining and exterior, RS together, keeping ties free in middle.  Beginning on flap, 
stitch all around the edge. Shorten the stitch length as you pivot around corners.  Leave 
about 4” unsewn on flap, to leave an opening for turning.   Trim the seam allowance at 
corners close to stitching.  Turn, carefully poke out the corners, turn in seam allowances 
on unsewn portion of flap, press.  Slip stitch very close to edge to close the unsewn 
portion.  Top stitch close to all edges on case (not including flap).  Press flap down over 
interior lining.   
2.  Optional: secure the flap by sewing snaps at two corners of flap and space at edge of 
interior lining (free cm outside the pockets) where the flap will hit.   
3.  Fill up with your needle collection!  To close, lay flap over needles and start rolling on 
short side without ties.  When it’s all rolled up, wrap the ties around the roll in opposition 
directions and tie a bow to secure.   
 
 
 


